THE ALCHE MY OF STONES | STONE DICTIONARY

CHAROITE KEY WORDS Revealing one’s path of service, purging inner negativity,
protection, healing CHAKRAS Third Eye (6th), Crown (7th), Soul Star (8th), Solar
Plexus (3rd), Root (1st), Earthstar (below the feet) ELEMENT Wind
PHYSICAL Aids in overcoming illnesses caused by past-life attachments
EMOTIONAL Helps with dispelling nightmares, overcoming fears, expressing love
SPIRITUAL Psychic protection, etheric purification
Charoite activates one’s capacities for clairvoyance, clairaudience, clairsentience, psychometry, channeling, prescience and prophecy, as well as access to the Akashic records and
knowledge of ancient civilizations. It is a powerful influence for purifying and cleansing the
auric field, and for providing psychic protection.
CHLORITE PHANTOM CRYSTALS KEY WORDS Self-healing, linking with Earth and Nature
spirits CHAKRAS Heart (4th), Third Eye (6th) ELEMENT Storm, Earth PHYSICAL Initiates
energetic cleansing of the body, facilitates psychic surgery EMOTIONAL Encourages a heart
connection with Nature and the Earth SPIRITUAL Instills relationship with Nature spirits and
the Earth
Chlorite Phantom Crystals are excellent sources of connection with the realm of the Nature spirits.
Meditation with Chlorite Phantom Crystals can facilitate communication and energy exchange with
plant spirits, as well as devas, fairies and other beings. Chlorite Phantoms resonate to the heartbeat of
the Earth, and they can help one learn to ground one’s energies and emotions in the Earth. they resonate with a remarkably clear version of pure Earth energy.
CHRYSANTHEMUM STONE KEY WORDS Grounding, prosperity, discovering and
achieving the soul’s purpose CHAKRAS All ELEMENT Earth PHYSICAL Supports
female reproductive organs and tissues EMOTIONAL Inspires courage, embracing one’s
true potential SPIRITUAL Aids in following the soul’s longing, calling in serendipities
Chrysanthemum Stone can act as a catalyst for activating the dormant capacities that
lie within individuals. It offers energetic support for finding the courage and opportunities to live one’s dreams. If one doesn’t yet even know one’s dream, sleeping or meditating
with this stone can help one receive the inner message that makes clear the nature of one’s
neglected purpose. It can be a magnet for positive synchronicities.
CHRYSOBERYL KEY WORDS Alignment of the will with the heart, abundance,
prophetic vision CHAKRAS Solar Plexus (3rd), Heart (4th) ELEMENTS Wind,
Water PHYSICAL Energetically supports heart, kidneys and bloodstream
EMOTIONAL Encourages generosity and altruism SPIRITUAL Instills power through
gentleness, prosperity, generosity, prophecy
Chrysoberyl assists in merging and unifying the energies of the solar plexus and the heart,
bringing empowerment of the will, under the guidance of the heart’s compassionate wisdom.
It can shift the vibration of one’s energy field to enhance one’s ability to act powerfully from
a place of gentleness. It encourages participation in altruistic projects to heal and preserve
Nature. It enhances the creation of prosperity through generosity. It also facilitates the gift
of prophecy.
CHRYSOCOLLA KEY WORDS Communication, expression of the sacred, goddess
energies, gentleness, power CHAKRAS Throat (5th), Heart (4th), Root (1st)
ELEMENT Water PHYSICAL Supports adrenals and thyroid, aids with stress-related
illnesses EMOTIONAL Aids with calming, release of stress and anxiety
SPIRITUAL Facilitates expressing inner wisdom, linking with the Earth’s awareness
Chrysocolla can empower feminine energies in both women and men. It stimulates clear
communication of one’s inner wisdom. It can facilitate one’s empathic connection with the
Earth’s consciousness. It can harmonize and balance the heart chakra and can link both heart
and throat chakras with the base chakra, for greater life force and physical vitality.
CHRYSOPRASE KEY WORDS Growth, compassion, connection with Nature, forgiveness, altruism
CHAKRAS Heart (4th), Solar Plexus (3rd) ELEMENT Water PHYSICAL Supports general health,
regeneration, youthfulness, vitality EMOTIONAL Encourages love and trust, release of fear-based
emotions SPIRITUAL Aids in connecting with Divine Love, Nature spirits, Soul of the Earth
Chrysoprase is a stone of the heart. Wearing or meditating with it facilitates a deep heart connection
with the soul of the Earth, as well as devas and other Earth-spirit entities. It helps one stay centered in the
heart, providing the courage to face difficult situations with steadfast resolve and truth-centered compassion. It also activates the solar plexus chakra, It helps blend one’s personal will with the urgings of the heart,
uniting one’s individual desires with the heart’s higher longing for the good of all.
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